Abstract. This paper describes an approach that uses task modelling for the development of distributed and multimodal user interfaces. We propose to enrich tasks with possible interaction modalities in order to allow the user to perform these tasks using an appropriate modality. The information of the augmented task model can then be used in a generic runtime architecture we have extended to support runtime decisions for distributing the user interface among several devices based on the specified interaction modalities. The approach was tested in the implementation of several case studies. One of these will be presented in this paper to clarify the approach Keywords: Task-based development, model-based user interface development, distributed user interfaces, multimodal user interfaces.
Introduction
In the last decade users are increasingly eager to use mobile devices as an appliance to perform tasks on the road. Together with the increase of wireless network capabilities, connecting these mobile assistants to other computing devices becomes easier. As a result we are at the dawn of the era of context aware computing. Context is a fuzzy term without a consent definition. In this work we define context as the collection of factors influencing the user's task in any way, as described by Dey [9] . Factors such as available platforms, sensor-based environmental context, the user's personal preferences, and setup of interaction devices appertain to this set. When we pick out context factors such as available platforms and interaction devices, we are discussing the area of Ubiquitous Computing [19] where users are in contact with several devices in their vicinity.
In previous work we have been concentrating on model-based development of context-aware interactive systems on mobile devices. We created a task-based design process [5] and a runtime architecture [6] enabling the design, prototyping, testing, and deployment of context-aware user interfaces. The focus in our previous work was to create context-aware applications where context factors such as sensor-based context information or information from a user model can be associated with a task model in order to enable the generation of prototypes and to use a generic runtime architecture. However, in our approach the user interface was always centralized on a mobile device. In this work we describe how we have extended our framework, DynaMo-AID, in order to support the shift towards Ubiquitous Computing. We will discuss how a task model can be enriched with properties that are used (1) at design time to specify how tasks should be presented to the user according to the platform and (2) at runtime to distribute the tasks among the available interaction resources (definition 1). Devices may support several distinct interaction techniques. E.g. on the one hand editing text on a PDA can be accomplished by using a stylus to manipulate a software keyboard. On the other hand speech interaction can be used provided that the PDA is equipped with a microphone. As a result, at runtime has to be decided which interaction resources are at the user's disposal and a usable distribution among interaction resources has to be chosen.
Runtime distribution requires meta data about the tasks in order to realize a usable distributed user interface. This is in particular the case when we are considering ubiquitous environments because at design time it is impossible to know what the environment will look like regarding available interaction resources. E.g. the user walks around with his/her mobile device and comes across a public display that can be communicated with through a wireless connection. When this is the case decisions regarding user interface distribution have to be taken at runtime to anticipate on the current environment. Furthermore, a mapping of abstract information about the user interface to more concrete information is required to construct the final user interface due to the unknown nature of the target device(s).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First we give a brief overview of the DynaMo-AID development process (section 2.1). We focus on the parts relevant for this paper. Next we elaborate on the changes we have applied to the process to enable the support for modelling multimodal and distributed user interfaces (section 2.2). Afterwards the ontology constructed to support the modelling of the modalities and devices is discussed (section 2.3). Section 3 discusses the runtime architecture: first an overview is presented (section 3.1), then we focus on the rendering engine (section 3.2), finally we discuss the approach used to decide how to distribute the tasks among the available devices. In the following section we will discuss related work and compare it to our approach. Finally conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed.
Overview of the extended DynaMo-AID development process
In this section we first introduce the DynaMo-AID development process for context-aware user interfaces. We emphasize the changes we have made to support the development of multimodal and distributed user interfaces. We focus on the part of the design process where a task specification is enriched with interaction constraints. Finally we elaborate on the environment ontology used for defining the interaction constraints.
Developing context-aware user interfaces
The DynaMo-AID development process (Fig. 1) is prototype-driven with the aim to obtain a context-aware user interface. The process consists of the design of several abstract and concrete models. After the specification of these models, the supporting tool generates a prototype taking into account the models. The prototype can then be evaluated to seek for flaws in the models. Afterwards the models can be updated accordingly and a new prototype is generated. These steps in the process can be performed iteratively until the designer is satisfied with the resulting user interface. Next the user interface can be deployed on the target platform. The upper part of Fig.1 reveals an overview of the design process. First the designer has to construct a context-sensitive task model (1) . To accomplish this, the designer makes use of the ConcurTaskTree notation [12] augmented with extra tasks to introduce context-awareness at the task level [4] . Taking into account this information, the tool extracts a set of dialog models (2) where each dialog model is relevant for a particular context of use. Afterwards these dialog models are connected at those points relevant to apply a context change (4), i.e. a switch from a dialog model relevant in a certain context of use to another dialog model relevant in another context of use. Furthermore the designer specifies the kind of context information implying the context change (3). The fifth step (5) is an extension and will be discussed in section 2.2. Next the concrete tasks are annotated with Abstract Interaction Objects (AIOs) [17] providing an abstract description about the way the task will have to be presented to the user (6) . The aggregate of the models are collected in the interface model (7) which is the input for the runtime architecture in order to either generate a prototype or deploy the user interface on the target platform.
Important for the remainder of the paper is the fact that the dialog model is a State Transition Network (STN). Each state in the STN is an enabled task set, a collection of tasks enabled during the same period of time [12] . This means the tasks should be presented to the user simultaneously, i.e. in the same dialog. The transitions of the STN are labelled with the task(s) initiating the transition to another state. Using this information, a dialog controller can keep track of the current state of the user interface and invoke a switch to another dialog if appropriate (section 3). Accordingly the dialog model provides the information necessary to decide which tasks have to be deployed at a certain moment in time. When several devices and/or interaction modalities are available to the user, the question arises where these tasks have to be deployed.
Previous research already tackled the problem of deploying task sets on different devices. Paternò and Santoro [13] for instance described that tasks or domain objects related to a task can be assigned to a selection of platforms in order to decide at runtime whether or not to deploy a task according to the current platform. Our approach also supports this possibility at the task level where it is possible to assign different tasks to different contexts of use (platform is one kind of context of use).
However, we argue the approach of enabling tasks for a certain platform and disabling these same tasks for another platform might constrain the user in accomplishing his/her goals. On the one side this can be desirable when the domain objects supporting the performance of this task are constrained by the platform but on the other side the user will not be able to perform all the tasks in the path to accomplish his/her goals. This problem can be tackled by distributing the tasks among different devices in the user's vicinity in a way that all the necessary tasks can be presented to the user. In the next section we propose a method to assign interaction constraints to the tasks in order to make the distribution of tasks among distinct devices and/or interaction modalities possible at runtime.
2.2
Supporting the design of distributed and multimodal user interfaces
As we have explained in the previous section each state in the dialog model consists of a set of tasks. When the user interface is deployed in a highly dynamic environment with different interaction devices and/or modalities the system has to decide which tasks are deployed on which interaction device supporting the appropriate modalities. Some additional abstract information regarding task deployment is necessary to make these decisions. Therefore we define the following terms based on the definitions in [18] :
is an atomic input or output channel available to a user to interact with the system.
Definition 2 An Interaction Resource Class (IRC) is a class of Interaction Resources
sharing the same interaction modalities.
Definition 3 An Interaction Device (ID) is a computing device that aggregates
Interaction Resources associated with that particular computing device.
Definition 4 An Interaction Group (IG)
is a set of joined Interaction Devices necessary for a user to perform his/her tasks.
An example of an ID is a traditional desktop computer that aggregates the IRs keyboard, mouse and display screen. The QWERTY-keyboard attached to the desktop computer is an Interaction Resource belonging to the Interaction Resource Class of keyboards. An example of an IG is the collection of TV ID with a set-top box and a PDA ID, where the PDA is used as a remote control to interact with the TV system.
The goal of the research described in this paper is to find a way to distributed tasks among the available Interaction Resources, given the setup of an Interaction Group. To accomplish this the designer will have to provide additional information for each task about the types of Interaction Resources that can be used to perform the task. Because a task might be performed by several distinct Interaction Resource Classes (e.g. editing text can be done with a keyboard and/or speech) the designer will have to specify how these IRCs relate to each other. This can be expressed using the CARE properties introduced by Coutaz et al. [8] . The CARE properties express how a set of modalities relate to each other: − Complementarity: all the modalities have to be used to perform the task; − Assignment: a single modality is assigned to the task in order to perform the task; − Redundancy: all the modalities have the same expressive power meaning the use of a second modality to perform the task will not contribute anything to the interaction; − Equivalence: the task can be performed by using any one of the modalities.
The CARE properties are an instrument to reason about multimodal interactive systems. We use the CARE properties in our approach to indicate how the different modalities assigned to the same task relate to each other. Therefore we define:
Definition 5 A Modality Interaction Constraint (MIC) is a collection of modalities related to each other through a CARE property.
Fig. 2. Example task model with interaction constraints appended to tasks
The information provided by the Modality Interaction Constraint associated with a task can then be used at runtime to find an Interaction Resource belonging to an Interaction Resource Class supporting the appropriate modalities. The relation between modalities and IRCs will be explained in section 2.3. Fig. 2 shows an example of a task model annotated with Modality Interaction Constraints. The task model describes the task of performing a presentation. First the presentation has to be selected. To accomplish this the available presentations are shown to the user on a device supporting the ScreenGUI output modality. The task to select the desired presentation is assigned to the VoicePseudoNaturalLanguage modality. This implies the task can only be performed using speech input. Afterwards the presentation can commence. The presenter can navigate through the slides by using a device supporting VoicePseudoNaturalLanguage, TouchScreenDirectManipulation or both in which case the user chooses the modality.Meanwhile the slide is shown on a device using either a ProjectorGUI or a ScreenGUI.
The presentation can only be switched off using TouchScreenDirectManipulation to prevent someone in the audience to end the presentation prematurely.
Interaction Environment Ontology
In order to make it easy for a designer to link modalities to tasks, we have constructed an extensible interaction environment ontology describing different modalities, Interaction Resource, and the way these two concepts are related to each other. The ontology we have constructed is an extension of a general context ontology used in the DynaMo-AID development process [14] . The second part of the ontology describes the possible modalities based on concepts described in [8] . In this work a modality is defined as the conjunction of an interaction language (direct manipulation, pseudo natural language, gui…) and an interaction device/resource (mouse, keyboard, speech synthesizer…). fig. 3 using the thick rectangles, an individual desktopPC1 of the Desktop class could be linked to a MouseDirectManipulation modality using the supportsModality property. The modality on its turn is related to a Mouse individual using the usesDevice property and to the DirectManipulation interaction language using the usesInteractionLanguage property. Notice that for this to work, the Mouse individual has to be linked to desktopPC1 using the hasInteractionResource property.
To enable designers to annotate Modality Interaction Constraints to the tasks, we have extended the DynaMo-AID design tool [7] . Fig. 4 shows the dialog box in the tool which inspects the type of task and queries the ontology in order to present the available modalities to the designer. If the task is an interaction task, input modalities will be shown to the designer, if the task is an application task, output modalities will appear in the Available Modalilties part of the dialog box. In the previous section we have described how designers can add information to a task model to describe which interaction modalities are appropriate to perform the tasks. In this section we discuss how this information can be used at runtime in order to enable runtime distribution of tasks among Interaction Devices.
3.1
Overview of the runtime architecture To support distribution we have extended our existing generic runtime architecture supporting model-based designed user interfaces influenced by context changes. Fig. 5 shows an overview of the extensions we have applied. The models described in the previous section can be constructed in the design tool and can be serialized to an XML-based format. These models are the input of the runtime architecture. The Dialog Controller takes into account the dialog model to keep track of the current state of the user interface. The current state implies which tasks are enabled at the current time (section 2.1). The Data Controller keeps track of the data presented in the user interface and takes care of the communication with the functional core of the system.
When the user interface is started the environment is scanned for devices. The Universal Plug and Play 1 standard is used to discover devices in the vicinity. Each device broadcasts a device profile mentioning the available Interaction Resources supported by the device. Taking this information into account an Environment Model can be constructed. This environment model contains the whereabouts of the Interaction Devices and the available Interaction Resources for each device. When the environment model is constructed, the dialog controller will load the first state in accordance with the starting state of the State Transition Network. The active state thus corresponds to the tasks that are enabled when the system is started. This information is passed on to the Distribution Controller along with the data related to these tasks as provided by the data controller. The distribution controller will then seek for each task an appropriate Interaction Device containing an Interaction Resource that supports the interaction modalities related to the tasks. The distribution controller will then group the tasks by Interaction Device, resulting in Partial Enabled Task Sets (groups of tasks enabled during the same period of time and deployed on the same Interaction Device). Afterwards the Abstract Interaction Objects related to the tasks of the Partial Enabled Task Set are grouped and are transformed to a UIML 2 document. Behaviour information is added to the UIML document to be able to communicate with the renderer and an automatic layout manager will add layout constraints that can be interpreted by the rendering engine.
3.2
Rendering Engine Fig. 6 . Overview of the rendering architecture Fig. 6 shows an overview of the rendering architecture consisting of three layers: the Distribution Controller, the Presentation Manager (a servlet) and the clients. Whenever the presentation of the user interface needs an update, e.g. when a new state has be deployed or when a user interface update occurs, the Distribution Controller sends a notifyClient message to one or multiple clients (depending on the distribution plan, section 3.3) using the InteractionDevice Proxy that is connected to the Client. As a response to this message, the client browsers are redirected to the URL where the Presentation Manager servlet awaits client requests (A.1 and B.1, HTTP). These requests can be of different types (according to the information in the notifyClient message): − requestUI: requests a newly available presentation for the interaction device.
After receiving the message, the Presentation Manager forwards the message to the Distribution Controller (A.2 and B.2) which responds by sending the UIML representation of the user interface and the data for this client to the Presentation Manager (A3 and B3). The Presentation Manager servlet now builds an internal PresentationStructure object for the user interface and stores the object in the current session. Depending on the modalities that should be supported, the presentation manager chooses the appropriate generator servlet, XplusVGeneratorServlet or XHTMLGeneratorServlet, that generates the concrete presentation and sends it as an HTTP response back to the client (A.4 and B.4). The task of the XplusVGenerator is to transform the PresentationStrucure object to XHTML + VoiceXml (X+V 3 ). X+V supports multimodal (Speech + GUI) interfaces and can be interpreted by multimodal browsers such as the ACCESS Systems' NetFront Multimodal Browser 4 The XHTMLGeneratorServlet transforms the PresentationStructure object to XHTML for interpretation by normal client browsers; − requestDataUpdate: requests a data update for the current presentation. When the Presentation Manager servlet receives this message from a client it is forwarded to the Distribution Controller (A.2 and B.2) which sends the user interface data as a response (A.3 and B.3). Now the Presentation Manager updates the data in the PresentationStructure object available in the current session and chooses the appropriate generator servlet to generate the concrete user interface and to send it to the client browser (A.4 and B.4); − taskPerformed: when a user interacts with the user interface, e.g. by clicking a button, a taskPerformed message together with the request parameters are sent to the Presentation Manager which forwards the message to the Distribution Controller. Notice that the system follows a Model-View-Controller architecture. The Presentation Manager Servlet is the controller, the generator servlets are the views and the PresentationStructure is the model. Fig. 7 shows what happens when generating the user interface for the task model in fig. 2 . In (a), the user interface was deployed in an environment without an interaction device that supports the modality ProjectorGUI. This implies, the Navigate Slides and the Show Slide task are all deployed on a PDA using the X+V generator and a multimodal browser that supports X+V. This means we can navigate slides using voice by saying for example `Next Slide` or `First Slide`, or we can use the stylus to interact with the buttons. In (b) the user interface is distributed because we added a laptop attached to a projector to the environment. In this case the Navigate Slides tasks are still deployed on the PDA using the X+V generator. The Show Slide task however is deployed on the laptop screen using the XHTML generator and an XHTML browser. 
Constructing a distribution plan
In the two previous sections we talked about the structure of the runtime architecture and the rendering engine. However the question how to divide an enabled task set into a usable federation of partial enabled task sets has not yet been discussed. In this section we discuss the first approach we have implemented and some observed problems with this approach. Afterwards we propose a solution asking some extra modelling from the designer.
Task-Device mappings using Query Transformations
In our first approach, we use a query language, SparQL 5 , to query the information in the environment model which is a runtime instantiation of the Interaction Environment Ontology (section 2.3). SparQL is a query language for RDF 6 and can be used to pose queries at ontologies modelled using the OWL 7 language. To map each task of the enabled task set to the appropriate Interaction Device, the Modality Interaction Constraint related to task task will be transformed to a SparQL query. Fig. 8 shows an example of the mapping of the Modality Interaction Constraints attached to the Show Slide task of our previous example. This constraint says that modality m 4 (ProjectorGUI) and modality m 1 (ScreenGUI) are equivalent for this task. The more modalities in the equivalence relation are supported by the interaction device, the better suited it will be for executing the task. This is what the query in Fig. 8(a) tries to achieve. In this query, an interaction device which supports both modalities is m 4 and m 1 searched for and when it is found, the task is deployed on the device. Now suppose we have a Desktop device in the environment attached to a projector but not to a screen. This means the Desktop supports the ProjectorGUI modality only. The query in Fig. 8(a) will return no interaction device. As a result the system will reduce the query to find a device that supports only one specified modality. In this case this is feasible because the constraint defines an equivalence relation so the devices supporting only one (or more) of the required modalities will also be able to handle the task. The first query that will be tried is the query in Fig.  8(b) because the ProjectorGUI modality is defined first in the modality constraint. Because we have a Desktop individual in the environment which supports this modality, it will be returned and the task is deployed on the device. If such a device is still not found, the system will try the query in Fig.8 (c) after which the task is deployed on a device with a Screen attached.
Notice that the queries in Fig. 8 easily extend to support the other three CARE properties by adding/removing rules such as the one presented in Fig. 9 . The ModalitySubClass in the query can be one of the leaf Modality subclasses. In case of the Assignment relation this is easy because we want to select a device supporting only one modality. Complementarity is analogue to the Equivalence relation.
However, here all the modalities in the relation should be supported by the interaction device. In case of the Redundancy relation rules are added for each redundant modality.
Fig. 9. Extension rule for generating SparQL queries from Modality Interaction Constraints
We can summarise our approach as the execution of queries searching for an appropriate device supporting the modalities according to the CARE property relating the modalities. Priority for the execution of the queries is given to the modality specified first in the CARE relation (e.g. ProjectorGUI in the example of Fig. 8 ).
Partial Enabled Task Set refinements
We now have presented a way to use de Modality Interaction Constraints to divide an enable task sets into partial enabled task sets for a feasible distribution. However this distribution is not always the best case scenario. Consider the example in Fig. 10 . This example shows the typical task in a drawing application where the user can choose a tool and use this tool to draw on a canvas using the direct manipulation paradigm. Suppose all the tasks are annotated with the same Modality Interaction Constraint:
This means the use of the MouseDirectManipulation modality is equivalent to the TouchScreenDirectManipulation modality. When we consider an environment containing a desktop computer supporting the first modality and a PDA supporting the second modality, and we apply the approach described above, all the tasks will be assigned to the device supporting the first modality because neither device supports both. However in some cases a user might prefer to have the user interface distributed where the tasks concerning tool selection are deployed on the PDA and the large canvas is displayed on a desktop computer.
Another possible scenario could be a media player where the operation buttons are displayed on the user's cell phone and the actual media is playing on the user's PDA to maximize screen space for displaying the media. In order to know whether the user would prefer a maximal distribution of the tasks rather than a maximal combination of the tasks on one particular device, the user has to specify this in his/her user profile. In the latter case the approach discussed above where modalities are transformed to queries can be applied. When a maximal distribution is desirable, some more metainformation regarding the task composition should be necessary.
One way to solve this problem is to let the designer define Task Set Constraints (TSC) in the task model. These constraints enable the designer to specify which tasks are desirably grouped on the same Interaction Device, and which tasks are desirably not grouped together on the same Interaction Device. Applied to the example in Fig.  10 the designer can specify the subtasks of the Choose Tool tasks are desirably grouped together and these same tasks are desirably not grouped with the sub tasks of the Draw in Canvas task. Taking into account this information during the runtime, the distribution controller can decide to prioritise the break-up of the enabled task set even if deployment is possible on a single device according to the Modality Interaction Constraint if the property of maximal distribution is chosen.
Related work
In this section we will discuss work related to our approach.
Berti et al. [3] describe a framework supporting migration of user interfaces from one platform to another. Unlike our goals they accentuate migratory interfaces where it is important that a user who is performing a certain task on one device can continue performing the same task on another device. In our approach we aim to distribute the subtasks a user is currently performing among several devices in the user's vicinity to exploit the available interaction resources. In their paper, they discuss three aspects to allow usable interaction of migratory interfaces that are also applicable to our focus: − adaptability to the device's available Interaction Resources (our approach uses an ontology-based environment model); − applying specified design criteria (allocation of devices is based on a designed augmented task model); − and insurance of continuity of the task performance (the environment model can be updated and the allocation can be updated accordingly).
Furthermore they acknowledge the need for multimodal interaction to support smooth task execution.
Bandelloni et al. [2] also use interface migration as a starting point, but they extend their approach to support partial migration where only some parts of the user interfaces are migrated to another device. In this way user interface distribution is accomplished. Migration and partial migration are executed by taking into account the source user interface, performing runtime task analysis, and finally deploying the updated concrete user interface on the target device(s). This is in contrast to our approach where first the environment is examined to determine which interaction resources are currently available, before mapping the abstract user interface description onto a concrete one. In this way at each state of the user interface an appropriate distribution among the interaction resources is achieved according to the available interaction resources.
Florins et al. [10] describe rules for splitting user interfaces being aimed at graceful degradation of user interfaces. Several algorithms are discussed to divide a complex user interface developed for a platform with few constrains in order to degrade the user interface with the purpose of presenting the interface in pieces to the user on a more constrained platform (e.g. with a smaller screen space). Although nothing is said about user interface distribution, these algorithms can be used in our approach complementary to the distribution plan discussed in 3.3.
CAMELEON-RT [1] is a reference model constructed to define the problem space of user interfaces released in ubiquitous computing environments. Their reference model covers user interface distribution, migration and plasticity [16] . This is also the problem domain of our approach. The work presents a conceptual middleware whereupon context-aware interactive systems can be deployed. The architecture is divided in several layers such as the platform layer, representing the hardware, the middleware layer, representing the software deducting the adaptation, and the interaction layer, where the interface is presented to the user in order to enable interaction with the system.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have described a development process where some decisions regarding user interface distribution and selection of modalities can be postponed to the runtime of the system. In this way the user interface can adapt to volatile environments because selection of devices and modalities accessible to the user's vicinity are taken into account. At the moment we are still performing some tests regarding the refinement of the division into partial enabled task sets. User tests are planned to find out whether the proposed information is enough to obtain a usable interface and whether more information regarding the user's preferences is needed.
In future work we will look at possibilities to extend the layout management. Since we are using XHTML in the rendering engine, Cascading Style Sheets 8 can be used to complement the layout management in obtaining a more visually attractive user interface. However, at the moment we have implemented a basic flow layout algorithm to align the graphical user interface components. We plan to use layout patterns which are commonly used in model-based user interface development, e.g. [15] .
Another research direction we plan to follow in the future is the generalisation of the Modality Interaction Constraints to more general Interaction Constraints. The querying mechanism used at runtime, based on SparQL, can also be used at design time where designers can construct a more specific query than the one generated by the runtime architecture. However we have to deliberate about the drawbacks: constructing these queries is not straightforward thus a mediation tool has to be implemented to let a designer postulate the requirements about user interface distribution in a way a more complex query can be generated.
